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Science Research Mentoring Program

LAB SKILLS: 
STATISTICS
This course introduces students to the basics of statistics through the design 

of a case study for biologists. Students will design their own case studies, and 

collect and analyze field data using morphometrics. This data will be used to 

demonstrate basic statistics.

Session 1: Designing a Case Study 

Session 2: Collecting in the Field 

Session 3: Morphometrics and Basic Statistics

Session 4: Statistical Analysis

Session 5: T-tests & Chi Square

Session 6: Support or Rejection of Hypothesis
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Session One: Designing a Case Study 

 

l e a r n i n g  o b j e c t i v e s

This activity reinforces the difference between a scientific case study and a scientific 
experiment. Student will use field collection and scientific thinking to design a hypothesis-
based case study, and record and tabulate quantitative data into a notebook. 
 
k e y  t o p i c s

•	 case studies versus experiments

•	 Designing a case study

•	 Defining a hypothesis

•	 organizing and preparing a field collection trip

 

t i m e  F r a m e 
1 hour, 20 minutes

 

c l a s s  o u t l i n e

t i m e

15 minutes 

 

15 minutes 

 

 

15 minutes 

 

 

30 minutes 

 

 

30 minutes

t o p i c

Lab Safety 
 
Tour of Sackler Lab 
 
 
Overview of Case Study 
Parameters 
 
Designing Case Studies 
 
 
Preparing for Field Collecting

D e s c r i p t i o n

review lab safety rules. 

 

explain the difference between these two methods in 

biology. Define hypothesis. explain field collecting. 

 

explain parameters: park/natural areas, museums, 

botanical gardens. 

 

students will ask a question based on the parameters, 

and begin to design their case studies. 

 

students will create small envelopes and plant presses.

m a t e r i a l s

•	 Worksheets, maps of collection area, blank paper, cardboard, construction paper, markers, 

scissors, Wool or twine, small bags, aluminum Foil
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Session One: Designing a Case Study (continued) 
 
p r e p a r a t i o n

none required

a u D i o - v i s u a l  n e e D s

none required

 
p r o c e D u r e

1. Hand out the worksheets. ask students to explain the difference between case studies and 

experiments: what questions do biologists ask, and how do they answer them? ask students to 

elaborate on how biologists find material for case studies (e.g. museums, herbaria,, the field 

2. Working in pairs, students will design their own case studies. the parameters are as follows: 

they will visit one nearby location and collect only floral material. students will then develop 

a suitable hypothesis, such as: the leaves on trees on the north side of the pond will be bigger 

than those on the south side. Please customize the following Worksheet to suit your field site 
– the parameters are site-specific. 

3. once the students have developed their hypotheses, discuss the data needed to support or 

reject them. Discuss the ways in which plants can be measured, and what kind of data they will 

need to record in their field notebooks. then, explain the process of field collecting and the 

necessary equipment.  

4. Working in pairs, students will make small plant presses, prepare aluminum foil pieces 

for fungus, and obtain envelopes (for mosses, seeds and small plants). use the worksheet 

herbarium samples to explain how we use gps to pinpoint the collection site. ask students to 

compare the different herbarium labels on the worksheet. explain that they can use handheld 

gps units or smartphones to obtain gps locations. (many phones come already equipped with 

this feature, and there are free apps like “Where am i.”) 

5. once students have prepared for the field trip, address any final questions.
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Session One: Designing A Case Study: WORKSHEET

Experiments and Case Studies 

 

i n t r o D u c t i o n

scientists study different things but they share a goal: to better understand the natural world. 

scientists also share scientific methods, which typically include the following key features:

•	 observation

•	 Developing a hypothesis

•	 testing the hypothesis

a hypothesis (hi-potH-us-sis) is a tentative explanation that will guide or direct their 

investigations: an “educated guess.” scientists test hypotheses in a variety of ways, producing 

results that colleagues can repeat and verify.  

 

biologists use two main scientific approaches to understand nature: experimental studies and 

case studies.  

 

an experimental study (or experiment) is a procedure performed in a controlled environment 
for the purpose of gathering observations, data or facts. in a controlled experiment, a researcher 

alters one factor and observes a response. all other factors (variables) must be kept constant 

(controlled) throughout the experiment. the factor being manipulated, which is what the scientist 

is actually testing, is the experimental variable. What will happen if the experimental variable 

does have an effect? this is known as the dependent variable. it will respond to changes in the 

experimental variable. experiments are typically performed in laboratories. can you think of an 

example of an experiment? 

 

scientists conduct case studies in situations where they cannot manipulate the variables: in 

nature, for example. case studies involve direct observation, numerical data, and descriptive 

information such as taxonomy. can you think of an example of a case study? 

 

both experiments and case studies generate data. this data is meaningless until scientists use 

statistics to interpret it. statistics is the mathematical science of collecting, analyzing and learning 

from large quantities of numerical data. the hallmark of science is that a case study or experiment 

is repeatable and verifiable. this laboratory skills course focuses on case studies. 
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WORKSHEET: Experiments and Case Studies (continued) 

 

e x e r c i s e  i :  D e s i g n i n g  a  c a s e  s t u D y

Working in pairs, you will design your own case study from scratch! the class will go to  

______________________________________________, our field site, to collect data.  

 

s c i e n t i F i c  q u e s t i o n s

1. our field site has two parameters: we can collect only around the pond, and we can only 

collect plant material. keeping that in mind, discuss with your partner what scientific 

questions you could ask about the plant life around the pond.

2. suggest a hypothesis to explain the differences you may observe in the field. For example, 

perhaps plants on the north side have bigger leaves than those on the south side. or 

perhaps there’s more diversity near the water’s edge.

3. record your hypotheses in your notebook

D e s i g n  y o u r  c a s e  s t u D y

1. Discuss and brainstorm how to test your hypothesis. For example, if your hypothesis 

compares leaf size on two sides of the pond, you’ll need to measure the leaves. but which 

leaves, and what part of them?

2. Write down your ideas in your lab notebook. make sure to consider how many samples 

you’ll need to collect, and from how many sites. For example, you might decided to collect 

from two different species of trees at three different sites on each side of the pond, and 

pick three leaves (the last leaf on three of the lowest branches) from each of three trees. 

 

g e t t i n g  r e a D y  F o r  F i e l D  W o r k

1. if we are collecting leaves, we need to put them into something! scientists usually flatten 

and dry specimens in plant presses, where they can be stored for years without falling 

apart.

2. use the provided cardboard, wool and paper to create your own plant press.
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WORKSHEET: Experiments and Case Studies (continued)

3. make labels! label each piece of card/paper with “location 

1,2,3 etc.” if relevant to your collection plan. you can also 

make envelopes for storing lichen and seeds. mushrooms 

need to be placed in aluminium foil. 

 

 

 

 

4. What else might you need in the field? labels? a ruler? make a list: 

 

 

 

5. What kind of location data do you think would be helpful to note? 

 

 

 

before they had handheld devices that give gps coordinates, field collectors relied 

on paper maps and descriptions of locations. it may have been quite easy to describe 

a location in new york city’s central park, but what about in a forest? compare and 

contrast the two herbarium specimen labels below, one from 1913 and one from 2008. 

could you find these locations again? Why is all this location data necessary? How does 

new technology help field collectors and scientists? (images from http://www.ars.usda.

gov.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. once in the field, identify your gps coordinates. (if you’re using the “Where am i” 

application you’ll notice them in the right hand corner of your screen.)

7. are you ready for your field collection trip? 
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Session Two: Collecting in the Field 

 

l e a r n i n g  o b j e c t i v e s

This activity introduces students to the fundamentals of field collecting, while they gain 
firsthand experience in the field.

k e y  t o p i c s

•	 Field collecting techninques

•	 Writing in field notebooks

•	 labeling field collections 

c l a s s  o u t l i n e

t i m e

15 minutes 

 

1 hour  

30 minute 

 

15 minutes

t o p i c

Safety 
 
Field Collecting 
 
 
Return to the classroom

D e s c r i p t i o n

give a brief overview of destination and program. 

 

students will work in pairs to collect specimens. 

 

 

return and place collections in the refrigerator.

m a t e r i a l s

•	 lab notebooks, maps, worksheet, prepared plant press, pens / pencils, and gps-enabled 

device

p r o c e D u r e

1. Discuss safety in the field. show the students where they’re going and tell them how much time 

they’ll have. Distribute worksheets. point out how important it is to label specimens accurately 

and comprehensively. show students how to access the gps coordinates they’ll need to record. 

2. bring students to the field site. Demonstrate how to collect specimens. reiterate the 

importance of their hypothesis and of writing detailed field notes. the teacher can move from 

group to group to assist in field collecting.  

3. return to the classroom and place collections in the refrigerator. 
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Session Two: Collecting in the Field: WORKSHEET

Collecting in the Field 

 

i n t r o D u c t i o n

now that we are going into the field, we need to consider which specimens to collect and how to 

protect them. 

 

W H a t  t o  l o o k  F o r  i n  a  s p e c i m e n

specimens should be as complete as possible. ideally you should obtain flowers and fruit as well 

as vegetative parts. since ripe fruit and flowers seldom occur at the same time, this is usually 

impossible. often, however, you can find remains of growth from the previous year at the base 

of the plant or on another specimen nearby. collect fruits or seeds only if you’re certain that they 

belong to the same plant or species. specimens should be typical and healthy, with at least some 

fully expanded leaves where possible. resist the temptation to collect smaller ones because they fit 

into a press easily or are easier to reach. 

 

W H a t  t o  c o l l e c t

the whole of small vascular plants (plants with shoots, stems, and leaves) should be collected, 

including the underground portion. roots, trailing or underground stems, and storage organs are 

often helpful (and sometimes essential) in identifying specimens. mosses and lichens should also 

be taken whole. Where they grow in mats, remove a good handful. ideally the specimen should be 

pure, not mixed with other species. sometimes you’ll need to to pick out individual plants one by 

one, in which case pick at least half a dozen to a dozen specimens. When you collect mosses and 

lichens growing in cushions or clumps, or closely growing on the substrate, cut away some of the 

substrate (bark, rotting wood, soil, humus, and so on) as well as the plant. this protects the form of 

the plant, and it’s much easier to remove soil once the specimen has dried.  

 

When taking the whole plant is out of the question, cut specimens that contain all essential 

features (all leaf types, twigs, flowers, fruits, and so on) from the plant. if the species is a large herb 

such as a thistle, the specimen should include basal leaves as well as enough stem to show the 

range of stem leaves and flowering and fruiting material. With shrubs, include old and new twigs, 

buds where possible, and fruit and/or flowers. if lower and upper leaves are different, or there is 

significant variation between a shaded and un-shaded side of a tree, collect from both.  

 

H o W  t o  c o l l e c t

placing vascular plants immediately into a field press or a traditional vasculum (a sort of metal 

satchel) is ideal because it prevents petals from being knocked off and stems from being be bent or 

broken. the bag should be zippered shut or be blown up by mouth and knotted to seal it. blowing 

up the bag adds a small amount of moisture and helps to cushion the contents. keep collections as 

cool as possible and prevent them from being crushed. 
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WORKSHEET: Collecting in the Field (continued) 

 

l a b e l i n g

Firmly attach a label to each plant that has the collection number that corresponds to numbered 

notes in your notebook. mosses and lichens should always be collected in paper bags or envelopes, 

where they can dry. you can write the collection number and notes directly on the bag.

 

n o t e s  t o  t a k e  i n  t H e  F i e l D

every specimen should be accompanied by comprehensive notes retained in a notebook. these 

notes will not help you identify the material, but will be used later to complete the information on 

the herbarium label. it’s far better to take too many notes than too few, and it’s dangerous to trust 

information to memory, especially as several months or more may go by between collection and 

processing. your notes should contain the following information:

1. Collection number

2. Name of the plant (if possible)

3. Locality & GPS co-ordinates

4. Description: this should include everything about the plant that is not obvious on the 

specimen. 

5. Habitat: Describe both the general habitat as well as details about the microhabitat, 

such as type of soil or other substrate (sand, clay, granite, dead wood, other vegetation), 

associated species, moisture and aspect (fully exposed on a south facing bank; in a damp 

hollow under dense scrub, etc). the more careful and detailed your notes, the more useful 

they’ll be.

6. Date

7. Names of collector(s)
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Session Three: Morphometrics and Basic Statistics
 

l e a r n i n g  o b j e c t i v e s

This activity enables students to generate data to test their observations, organize a data 
table(s), and begin basic statistics on their data: mean, mode, variance, and standard deviation.

k e y  t o p i c s

•	 organizing field collections

•	 morphometrics

•	 calculating the average, median, mode, variance, and standard deviation

t i m e  F r a m e 
1 hour, 45 minutes

c l a s s  o u t l i n e

t i m e

10 minutes 

 

 

20 minutes 

 

 

 

 

 

45 minutes 

 

10 minutes 

 

 

 

20 minutes

t o p i c

Organizing field collections 
 
 
Lecture - Morphometrics 
 
 
 
 
 
Data collection 
 
Lecture - Basic Statistics 
 
 
 
Basic Statistics

D e s c r i p t i o n

students will take out their collections and begin sorting 

and organizing them. 

 

Define morphometrics and explain how measurements 

from field collections generate data. explain which part 

is important to measure, and where. explain basic floral 

and leaf anatomy. Discuss how to make tables for this 

data.  

 

students will begin measuring their plant specimens. 

 

brief review of how to calculate the average, mean, mode, 

and standard deviation. explain the purpose of graphs 

and how to design one. 

 

students use their data sets to calculate the average, 

mean, median, mode, variance, and standard deviation, 

using calculators and lab notebooks.
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Session Three: Morphometrics and Basic Statistics (continued) 
 
m a t e r i a l s

•	 lab notebooks

•	 Worksheets

•	 calculators

•	 30cm rulers

•	 pens/pencils

•	 Field collections

p r e p a r a t i o n

none required 

p r o c e D u r e

1. Have students organize their field collections. ask them to define morphometrics. use their 

answers to discuss what types of measurements may support or reject their hypothesis. 

Discuss how they will standardize their measurements. For example, will one person take all 

the measurements or both? How might that affect the data? Discuss how they will organize 

their data. 

2. students will measure their field specimens. once all measurements are completed, discuss 

basic statistics. Why are statistics important to a biologist? briefly review how to calculate the 

mean, mode, median, variance and standard deviation. Discuss what are graphs used for and 

why they’re important.  

3. students will use calculators and the worksheet to calculate the average, mean, mode, and 

standard deviation. they will do this to understand the equation behind the statistic.  

4. students will draw graphs to visualize their data, and discuss in pairs whether the graph 

enhances their understanding and/or aids in answering their question.
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Session Three: Morphometrics and Basic Statistics: WORKSHEET

Mophometrics and Basic Statistics 

 

i n t r o D u c t i o n

returning to the laboratory is often a very exciting time, as scientists begin to sort through and 

organize their collections. this is where we’ll start too! remember you had a question, and now 

you have to support it with data. 

 

e x e r c i s e  i :  o r g a n i z i n g  a n D  i D e n t i F y i n g  t H e  s p e c i m e n s

1. take your specimens from the plant press and label them according to your field notes.

2. in your lab notebook, write down anything you notice as your sort the specimens. For 

example, perhaps some leaves are greener or larger than others. Write the observations 

below.

3. use the field guides provided to identify each specimen. Does everyone know how to use a 

plant identification key? What features enable you to successfully identify a specimen? 
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WORKSHEET: Morphometrics and Basic Statistics (continued) 
 
W H a t  i s  m o r p H o m e t r i c s ?

morphometrics is the quantitative characterization, analysis, and comparison of biological form 

(shape and size).  

 

H o W  D o  s c i e n t i s t s  u s e  m o r p H o m e t r i c s ?

by measuring the parts of an organism, living or extinct, scientists gain insight into the basics 

of form and function. morphometrics is a useful tool for extracting information about biological 

organisms and biological processes. statistics is an important component of morphometric 

analyses. the data generated can be analyzed for shape variables and morphological differences 

within a population(s), and used to understand development and in evolutionary relationships 

(systematics, phylogenetics).

1. leaves and flowers can be measured in many different ways. Decide what measurements 

you will take for each specimen. the diagram below shows the different parts of leaves and 

flowers.

2. start measuring in mm the parts of your specimens.  

e x e r c i s e  i i :  o r g a n i z i n g  a  D a t a  t a b l e

1. make a raw data table in your notebook for the measurements you are going to take. use a 

ruler.

2. measure each specimen and enter the number into your data table. What units of measure 

are you going use? How are you going to standardize the measurements taken from each 

leaf? For example, is the length the longest part of the leaf? Will the measurement include 

the stem?

3. Do you see any relationship in the data you have just collected? probably not. Why? 

because you haven’t organized it yet. statistics enables scientists to analyze the data more 

thoroughly so that relationships become visible.  
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WORKSHEET: Morphometrics and Basic Statistics (continued) 
 
e x e r c i s e  i i i :  a n a l y z i n g  t H e  D a t a

statistical analysis takes the guessing out of data interpretation. it can determine the degree of 

variability in the numbers, and whether the differences you observed are real. many different 

kinds of statistical analyses are available to a scientist. let’s investigate some basic statistics used 

by scientists: Mean, Median, Mode, Standard Deviation, and Variance. 
 

 

H o W  t o  F i n D  t H e  m e a n

the mean is just the _____________________________ of the numbers. 

 

it is easy to calculate: just add up all the numbers, then divide by how many numbers there 

are. (in other words it is the sum divided by the count.)

Activity 1: What is the mean of your leaves? Are there different localities that you need 
to average and compare? Complete the sentences below. 
 

the sum of these numbers is equal to ________ and there are ________ numbers. 

 

the mean of the numbers is ________.
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Session Three: Morphometrics and Basic Statistics (continued)

H o W  t o  F i n D  t H e  m e D i a n  v a l u e

it’s the _________________________ number in a sorted list. 

 

to find the median, place the numbers you are given in _____________________ and find 

the _____________________________________.

Activity 2: Look at your data. Put those numbers in order (from greatest to least or least 
to greatest, it doesn’t matter). Complete the sentences below. 
 

there are ____________ numbers. 

 

is your number odd or even? ____________ 

 

if your number is odd your median is the middle number, which is ___________. 

 

if there are an even amount of numbers, things are slightly different. in that case we need 

to find the middle pair of numbers, and then find the value that would be halfway between 

them. this is easily done by adding them together and dividing by __________. 

 

so if there are an even amount of numbers, the median in for your data is ____________.

H o W  t o  F i n D  t H e  m o D e  o r  m o D a l  v a l u e

the mode is simply the number that appears ____________________________. 

 

to find the mode or modal value, you need to put the numbers you’re given into a table. 

below is an example to get you started. 

 

Find the mode of these numbers: 3, 7, 5, 13, 20, 23, 39, 23, 40, 23, 14, 12, 56, 23, 29

Activity 3: Look at your data. What is the mode of your data? 
 
Length __________    Width __________
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WORKSHEET: Morphometrics and Basic Statistics (continued)

 s t a n D a r D  D e v i a t i o n  &  v a r i a n c e

the standard Deviation (σ) is a measure of how ______________________ numbers are. 

 

the formula is easy: it is the square root of the variance. so now you ask, “What is the 

variance?” 

 

the variance (which is the square of the standard deviation, ie: σ2) is defined as the average 

of the squared differences from the mean. 

 

let’s begin with an example.

Activity 4: You and your friends have just measured the heights of your dogs (in 
millimeters): 

1. 1. calculate the mean for the dogs below (their heights are underneath the graph).

2. 2. now, for each number subtract the mean and then square the result (the squared 

difference).

3. Find the average of those squared differences. (Why square?)

 

 

the heights (at the shoulders) are: 600mm, 470m, 170mm, 430mm, and 300mm. 

 

 

mean = __________ 
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WORKSHEET: Morphometrics and Basic Statistics (continued) 

 s t a n D a r D  D e v i a t i o n  &  v a r i a n c e  ( c o n t i n u e D )

 

now, we calculate each dogs’ difference from the mean:

 

to calculate the variance, take each difference, square it, and then average the result: 

 

variance: σ2 =  

 

so, the variance is ___________________. 

 

and the standard Deviation is just the square root of variance, so: 

 

standard Deviation: σ = √______________ = __________________  

 

the standard Deviation is useful. now we can show which heights are within one 

standard Deviation of the mean:
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WORKSHEET: Morphometrics and Basic Statistics (continued) 

 s t a n D a r D  D e v i a t i o n  &  v a r i a n c e  ( c o n t i n u e D )

 

so, using the standard Deviation we have a “standard” way of knowing what is normal, 

and what is extra large or extra small. 

 

________________________ are tall dogs. and __________________ are a bit short ... but 

don’t tell them! 

 

Why do you think we square the number?

Activity 5: Calculate the variance (σ2) and standard deviation of the data that you 
have collected.  
 

variance: σ2 = __________ 

 

so, the variance is ___________________. 

 

standard Deviation: σ = √______________ = __________________ 
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WORKSHEET: Morphometrics and Basic Statistics (continued) 
 
e x e r c i s e  i v :  D e s i g n i n g  g r a p H s

1. graphs are used to help people visualize data. sometimes it’s easier to understand 

something when you can see it in picture form. Different kinds of graphs are suited for 

different kinds of data. let us explore designing graphs.

2. Designing a graph: Draw a graph in your lab notebook. assign a title to each axis that 

identifies what the numbers represent (length in cm, etc.). next, label the scale lines on each 

axis. you may determine the scale yourself, but the scale must be linear and consistent (15, 

20, 25, etc. and not 15, 16, 20, etc.). the origin or base point may be assigned a value other 

than zero. the number placed at the origin must be equal to or less than the smallest data 

value for the variable plotted on that axis. notice that the numbers increase in value as the 

distance from the origin increases. large numbers should always be further from the origin 

than smaller numbers.

3. consult your data table. Width and length measurements make up a “number pair.” move 

along the x-axis until you reach a number corresponding to the width of a leaf; now move 

up along the y-axis until you reach the number on the y-axis that is equal to the leaf length 

in that number pair. place a “dot” at the point at which the two numbers correspond. plot all 

the data in your table by repeating this procedure for each number pair.

4. Does the graph help you understand your data? perhaps it is the wrong type of graph. How 

about trying a Histogram? 
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Session Four: Statistical Analysis 

 

l e a r n i n g  o b j e c t i v e s

This activity reinforces the utility of statistics in biology. Students will use Excel to calculate 
average, standard deviation, regression analysis, learn how to create different types of graph, 
and consider what makes a good graph. 
 
k e y  t o p i c s

•	 using excel spreadsheets

•	 regression analysis

•	 creating graphs 

t i m e  F r a m e 
1 hour, 45 minutes 

 

c l a s s  o u t l i n e

t i m e

15 minutes 

 

1 hour 

 

15 minutes 

 

15 minutes 

 

t o p i c

Lecture - How to use Excel 
 
Field Collecting 
 
Lecture - Regression Analysis 
 
Regression Analysis and 
Graph 

D e s c r i p t i o n

an introduction to using spreadsheets. 

 

students work in pairs to collect specimens. 

 

explain regression analysis. 

 

students discuss the significance of their results using 

regression analysis. students will design clear graphs. 

using calculators and lab notebooks.

m a t e r i a l s

•	 Worksheets, lab notebooks, laptops with excel

 

p r o c e D u r e

Distribute the worksheets. students will be shown how to enter data (column versus rows), use the 

function keys and create graphs. students will calculate the mean and standard deviation directly 

in excel. after they have performed these calculations, students can begin creating graphs. a 

mini-lecture on regression analysis will explain a statistical test used in biology. after running 

this statistical test on their data, students may discuss with the class which results are significant 

and which are not. 
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Session Four: Statistical Analysis: WORKSHEET

Statistical Analysis 

 

i n t r o D u c t i o n

upon completion of this lab, you should be able to:

1. use excel to calculate average, standard deviation, and regression analysis 

2. create different types of graphs, and evaluate what makes a good graph

 

s t a t i s t i c a l  a n a l y s i s

statistical analysis takes the guessing out of data interpretation. analysis of the data can 

determine the degree of variability in the numbers and determine whether the differences 

observed are real. We began this last week by calculating the mean, mode, median, variance, and 

standard deviation by hand; now let’s move into using excel to look for relationships.

 

e x e r c i s e  1 :  b a s i c  s t a t i s t i c s  i n  e x c e l  a n D  g r a p H  m a k i n g

upon completion of this lab, you should be able to

1. enter your field data into an excel spreadsheet.

2. calculate the mean and standard deviation. are you getting the same results as yesterday? 

 

3. start graphing your data in excel. Do those graphs differ from the hand-drawn graphs? 

 

 

 

 

How and why?
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WORKSHEET: Statistical Analysis (continued)

r e g r e s s i o n  a n D  c o r r e l a t i o n

investigators can use many different kinds of statistical analyses. We will use a statistical test 

called a regression analysis to analyze your specimens’ measurements. this type of analysis looks 

for cause-effect relationships between the a variable and y variable by determining the degree of 

association between the two variables. the regression is determined by a mathematical procedure 

that evaluates how the observed data plotted on the graph can be explained by a straight line.  

 

a regression line with a slope of zero is represented by a flat, straight line and is not statistically 

significant (see figure below). a flat, straight line indicates that there is no cause-effect 

relationship meaning that the x variable does not affect the y variable. For a regression to be 

significant, the slope of the line has to be statistically different than a slope of zero. if a regression 

is significant, the slope of the line had to be statistically different that a slope of zero. if a 

regression is significant; the slope of the line may suggest a positive or negative correlation. a 

positive correlation shows there is a correlation between the x variable and the y variable, for 

example, as the length of the leaf increases so does leaf width. a negative correlation shows an 

inverse correlation between the x and y variables, i.e. as length increases, leaf width decreases. 

 

positive correlation negative correlation no correlation
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WORKSHEET: Statistical Analysis (continued) 
 
r e g r e s s i o n  a n D  c o r r e l a t i o n

regression analysis is based on 2 parameters:

1. the r2 value

2. the slope of the line

the closeness of fit between the line and the data points is typically expressed as an r2 value. 

the higher the r2 value the tighter the plotted data points fall around the line. an r2 value of 

0.63 would mean that 63% if the variation observed between the two variables was due to a real 

relationship between them and 37% of the variation was due to accident, error or chance. the 

closer the points are to the line (higher the r2 value) the more reliable is the prediction of the 

hypothesis.  

1. right click on one of the scatter data points on your graph. click “add trendline.” select the 

linear box. 

2. click the options tab within this window. check the Display equation on chart and Display 

r-squared value on chart boxes. 

3. click ok. 

4. What does this information reveal?  

 

 

 

 

5. What about adding another variable? can excel produce graphs with x, y and z axes? What 

could you add to your graphs?
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Session Five: T-tests & Chi square 

 

l e a r n i n g  o b j e c t i v e s

This activity enables students to understand and be able to apply a T-test, and understand how 
to use Chi square.

 
k e y  t o p i c s

•	 t-tests and chi-square

 
t i m e  F r a m e 
1 hour, 40 minutes 
 
c l a s s  o u t l i n e

t i m e

20 minutes 

 

 

1 hour 

 

 

20 minutes

t o p i c

Lecture - T-tests and Chi 
Square 
 
Calculating T-tests and 
Chi Square 
 
Discussion of Results

D e s c r i p t i o n

students will gain an understanding of when to use these 

statistical tests and how to analyze the results. 

 

students will apply these statistical tests to their data. 

 

 

students will discuss their results with the class.

m a t e r i a l s

•	 laptops notebooks

•	 Worksheets,

•	 laptops with excel 

p r e p a r a t i o n 
none required
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Session Five: T-tests and Chi Square: WORKSHEET

T-tests and Chi Square 

 

i n t r o D u c t i o n

Data collection is meaningless without statistics. today we will investigate the use of the student’s 

t-test. in biology you often want to compare two sets of replicated measurements to see if they’re 

the same or different. if the means of the two sets are very different, then it’s easy to tell. but, 

often the means are quite close and it is difficult to judge whether the two sets are significantly 

different. the t-test compares the actual difference between two means in relation to the variation 

in the data (expressed as the standard deviation of the difference between the means). in other 

words, the t test compares two sets of data and tells you the probability (p) that the two sets are 

basically the same. 

 

p varies from 0 (not likely) to 1 (certain). the higher the probability, the more likely it is that 

the two sets are the same and that any differences are due to random chance. the lower the 

probability, the more likely it is that that the two sets are significantly different, and that the 

differences are real. Where do you draw the line between these two conclusions? in biology the 

critical probability is usually taken as 0.05 (or 5%). this may seem very low, but it reflects the facts 

that biology experiments are expected to produce quite varied results. so if p > 0.05 then the two 

sets are the same, and if p < 0.05 then the two sets are different. For the t test to work, the number 

of repeats should be as large as possible, and certainly > 5.

W H e n  t o  u s e  i t

use student’s t-test when you have one nominal variable and one measurement variable, and you 

want to compare the mean values of the measurement variable. the nominal variable must have 

only two values, such as “male” and “female” or “treated” and “untreated.” 

n u l l  H y p o t H e s i s

the statistical null hypothesis is that the means of the measurement variable are equal for the two 

categories – i.e. there is no difference between the means of the two samples.
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WORKSHEET: T-tests & Chi Square (continued) 

 

F o r  e x a m p l e :

We collected leaves from the perimeter of turtle pond. What if we analyzed the leaf length of 

oak trees growing in two different locations around the pond, a suitable null hypothesis would 

be that there is no difference in length of leaves between the two locations. the t-test will tell us 

if the data are consistent with this or depart significantly from this expectation. therefore, the 

null hypothesis is simply something to test against. We may well expect a difference between 

the lengths of leaves of the same species growing on different sides of the pond, but it would be 

difficult to predict the scale of that difference — twice as long? three times as long? so the null 

hypothesis allows us to say there is “no difference” in the data, and then to see if the data departs 

from that. 

 

We use this test for comparing the means of two samples (or treatments), even if they have 

different numbers of replicates. in simple terms, the t-test compares the actual difference between 

two means in relation to the variation in the data (expressed as the standard deviation of the 

difference between the means). 

H o W  t H e  t e s t  W o r k s

the test statistic, ts, is calculated using a formula that has the difference between the means in 

the numerator; this makes ts get larger as the means get further apart. the denominator is the 

standard error of the difference in the means, which gets smaller as the sample variances decrease 

or the sample sizes increase. thus ts gets larger as the means get farther apart, the variances get 

smaller, or the sample sizes increase.

the probability of getting the observed ts value under the null hypothesis is calculated using the 

t-distribution. the shape of the t-distribution, and thus the probability of getting a particular ts 

value, depends on the number of degrees of freedom. the degrees of freedom for a t-test is the 

total number of observations in the groups minus 2, or n1+n2-2. 

a s s u m p t i o n s

the t-test assumes that the observations within each group are normally distributed and the 

variances are equal in the two groups. it is not particularly sensitive to deviations from these 

assumptions, but if the data are very non-normal, the mann-Whitney u-test can be used. Welch’s 

t-test can be used if the variances are unequal. 
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WORKSHEET: T-tests & Chi Square (continued) 
 
H o W  t H e  t e s t  W o r k s

the test statistic, ts, is calculated using a formula that has the difference between the means in 

the numerator; this makes ts get larger as the means get further apart. the denominator is the 

standard error of the difference in the means, which gets smaller as the sample variances decrease 

or the sample sizes increase. thus ts gets larger as the means get farther apart, the variances get 

smaller, or the sample sizes increase.

the probability of getting the observed ts value under the null hypothesis is calculated using the 

t-distribution. the shape of the t-distribution, and thus the probability of getting a particular ts 

value, depends on the number of degrees of freedom. the degrees of freedom for a t-test is the 

total number of observations in t.

n o r m a l  D i s t r i b u t i o n
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WORKSHEET: T-tests & Chi Square (continued)

	  
	  

1. Which normal curve indicates that the data the greatest variation in its dataset? 

 

•	Red	 	 •	Green	 •	Blue	 	 •	Purple/Violet 

Which normal curve indicates that the data the least variation in its dataset? 

 

•	Red	 	 •	Green	 •	Blue	 	 •	Purple/Violet 

Which datasets have the exact same means? mark all that apply. 

 

•	Red	 	 •	Green	 •	Blue	 	 •	Purple/Violet 

Which datasets have different means from those in question 3? mark all that apply. 

 

•	Red	 	 •	Green	 •	Blue	 	 •	Purple/Violet
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Session Six: T-tests & Chi Square: ACTIVITY

Run a T-test on the Data

p r o c e D u r e

1. please enter your “raw” oak length of leaves measurement data on the board anD your average. 

use your own oak data and choose one other data set based on the location opposite yours. 

2. in excel, enter your data in the first column and the second data set in the second column.

3. chose a blank tile for your t-test answer.

4. click on fx and type in ttest and press “go.” t-test will appear in the lower window, click ok.

5. another window appears, enter your first column in array 1, your second in array 2, enter 1 in 

tail, and 1 in type. click ok.

6. What answer are you getting and what does it mean?  

 

 

 

7. repeat step 3, 4 and 5. but now enter 2 in the tail section. 

 

 

 

8. What answer are you getting and what does it mean? 

 

 

 

When you hit “1” in the tail section, this means are running a one-tail test. you are testing for 

the possibility of the relationship in one direction and completely disregarding the possibility 

of a relationship in the other direction. let’s return to our oak leaves. our null hypothesis is that 

the mean is equal to each other, or x. a one-tailed test will test either if the mean is significantly 

greater than x or if the mean is significantly less than x, but not both. then, depending on the 

chosen tail, the mean is significantly greater than or less than x if the test statistic is in the top 5% 

of its probability distribution or bottom 5% of its probability distribution, resulting in a p-value 

less than 0.05. the one-tailed test provides more power to detect an effect in one direction by not 

testing the effect in the other direction.
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ACTIVITY: Run a T-test on the Data (continued) 
 
s o  W H a t  D o e s  t H e  t W o  s t a n D  F o r ?  a  t W o - t a i l e D  t e s t

if you are using a significance level of 0.05, a two-tailed test allots half of your alpha to testing the 

statistical significance in one direction and half of your alpha to testing statistical significance 

in the other direction. this means that .025 is in each tail of the distribution of your test statistic. 

When using a two-tailed test, regardless of the direction of the relationship you hypothesize, you 

are testing for the possibility of the relationship in both directions. For example, we may wish 

to compare the mean of a sample to a given value x using a t-test. our null hypothesis is that the 

mean is equal to x. a two-tailed test will test both if the mean is significantly greater than x and if 

the mean significantly less than x. the mean is considered significantly different from x if the test 

statistic is in the top 2.5% or bottom 2.5% of its probability distribution, resulting in a p-value less 

than 0.05.  

c H i - s q u a r e  t e s t  F o r  c a t e g o r i e s  o F  D a t a

the student’s t-test is used to analyze measurement data that, in theory, are continuously variable. 

between a measurement, of, for example, 2mm and 3mm, there is a continuous range from 

2.0001mm and 2.999mm. 

in some types of experiments we wish to record how many samples fall into a particular category, 

such as blue or brown eyes, pink or white flowers, etc. these counts, or enumeration data, are 

discontinuous (1, 2,3 etc.) and must be treated in a different way than continuous data. often 

an appropriate test is chi-squared (c2), which we use to test whether the number of samples in 

different categories fir a null hypothesis.

chi squared analysis is simple, and valuable for all sorts of things – like analyzing our field 

collections.

	  

	  

X2 (chi squared) - this is just the name of the analysis.

∑ - this is an operator that says to sum all the values to the right.

o - these are values you measure or observe.

e - these are values you expect. in chi square analysis you test o vs e.
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Session Six: Support or Rejection of Hypothesis 

 

l e a r n i n g  o b j e c t i v e s

This activity reinforces the scientific method. Students will understand if their data and 
results support their questions and how to re-design their case study. Students will gain an 
understanding of how sample size may affect a case study. 

k e y  t o p i c s

•	 Data analysis

•	 acceptance or reject of Hypothesis

•	 sample size

•	 re-designing case studies

t i m e  F r a m e 
one hour, 30 minutes

c l a s s  o u t l i n e

t i m e

30 minutes 

 

 

10 minutes 

 

 

15 minutes 

 

 

 

 

30 minutes

t o p i c

Completion on Statistics 
 
 
Class Discussion 
 
 
Lecture - Sample Size 
 
 
 
 
Re-designing their 
Case Studies

D e s c r i p t i o n

students complete any unfinished statistical analysis of 

their data. 

 

Did their results support their hypothesis? if not, how 

would they redesign their case study. 

 

explain the significance of sample size on their results. 

students will gather their classmates data for analysis.

students build trees online with downloaded sequence 

data. 

 

students analysis their data with the class data. students 

will redesign their case studies.

m a t e r i a l s

•	 Worksheets, laptops with excel
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Session Six: Support or Rejection of Hypothesis: WORKSHEET

Support or Rejection of Hypothesis
i n t r o D u c t i o n 
 

stata collection is meaningless without statistics. today we will investigate the use of the 

student’s t-test. in biology you often want to compare two sets of replicated measurements to 

see if they’re the same or different. if the means of the two sets are very different, then it’s easy 

to tell. but, often the means are quite close and it is difficult to judge whether the two sets are 

significantly different. the t-test compares the actual difference between two means in relation 

to the variation in the data (expressed as the standard deviation of the difference between the 

means). in other words, the t test compares two sets of data and tells you the probability (p) that 

the two sets are basically the same. 

 
e x e r c i s e  i :  y a y  o r  n a y ? 
 

Write down your question again in your lab notebook.

1. Write down your question again in your lab notebook. 

2. Did your data and data analysis support this question? if your answer was yes, please 

explain what data supports your question. if your answer was no, explain what data does 

not support your question. 

 

3. if your answer was no, you need to re-design your question. or perhaps you need to 

increase your sample size. let’s look at the class data as a whole. How do you think this will 

change the data analysis? is sample size important?
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WORKSHEET: T-tests & Chi Square (continued)

e x e r c i s e  i i :  s a m p l e  s i z e  a n D  a c c u r a c y ? 
 

a c c u r a c y  &  p r e c i s i o n

accuracy is how close a measured value is to the ________________ value.

precision is how close the measured values are to ________________________.

	  
 High accuracy

low precision

	  High accuracy

low precision

	  High accuracy

High precision

so, if you are playing soccer and you always hit the left goal post instead of scoring, then 

you are not _____________________, but you are _______________________!
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Session Six: Support or Rejection of Hypothesis: ACTIVITY

Accuracy & Precision 

 

p r o c e D u r e

collect the length and width data from each of the other groups. record the data in your lab 

notebooks. 

1. our groups sample size was: 

2. the class sample size was: 

3. What is the range of length and width for your data? 

 

length: 

 

Width: 

4. What is the range of length and width for the class data? 

 

length: 

 

Width: 

5. is there a difference in these measurements? 

6. What was the class average for length _______ and width _______. 

7. What was your averages for length ______ and width ______. 

8. How does your average compare to the class average? 

 

9. Do  you feel confident with your sample size? What could have been done to achieve greater 

confidence?


